
Attach the Smart Square

When using the EZ SMART Cabinet Maker with any power tool, be sure you have read 
and understand the operatng manual for the tool before operaton.  Be sure to use the 
tool safely.  Do not disable any built-in safety features.  Be sure to follow safe practces 
when using the Cabinetmaker with your power tools.  If a task seems like it might be 
potentally unsafe, do not atempt.  Do not operate any tool on the Cabinetmaker if you 
are tred or distracted in any way.

Step 1
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CABINET MAKER

The EZ SMART Cabinet Maker  is useful for making repeatable cross-cuts used in the making of parts for 
cabinets.  It is comprised of the EZ SMART Smart Square and the EZ SMART Repeater that are used with a 
secton of EZ SMART Guide Rail (sold separately).  The Smart Square is not only used to square the Guide Rail to 
the workpiece for 90 degree cuts but is adjustable to allow for angled cuts greater than 90 degrees or less than 
90 degrees.  The Repeater is extendable to the right or to the lef to handle any size workpiece.  The 
Cabinetmaker can also be combined with a second Repeater (sold separately) for added versatlity.

Smart Square 
with Handle

Repeater

The Smart Square is atached along the non-cutng 
side of the Guide Rail.

It is best to atach the Smart Square about 4-12” 
from the end of the Guide Rail.  This allows space for 
the Repeater to be installed and space for the saw to 
rest before startng a cut.

A speed square can be used to set the desired angle. 
 Once the angle is set, the knobs may be tghtened.
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Attach the HandleStep 2

The handle is atached facing toward the 
workpiece.  Place it a comfortable locaton 
on the Smart Square.

The handle base overlaps the workpiece and 
serves to keep the entre unit (Smart Square 
and Guide Rail) flat to the workpiece.

Setting AnglesStep 3

A speed square can be used to set the Smart 
Square at various angles.

The diagram at the lef shows a setup for a 
45 degree cut.

The slot in Smart Square allows for this 
versatlity.

Attaching the RepeaterStep 4

Atach the Repeater as shown
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Setup for 90 Degree Cut Setup for 45 Degree Cut

Setup for Lef-Side Keeper Maximum Lef-Side Capacity (47”)

Maximum Right-Side Capacity (40”) Additonal Repeater
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Two Repeaters without Square Setup for Ripping

Dual Setup #1 Dual Setup #2

2nd Repeater recommended

Capacity (width):   40” (right side) and 47” (lef side)

Capacity (length):  limited only by length of Guide Rails    

Note:  The use of the optonal additonal repeater 
is recommended for cuts longer than 48”

The use of the Square is optonal when using two 
repeaters but should always be used when using a single 
repeater

Notes
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